
Santa Maria celebrated Eid – ul – Zuha On Tuesday the 
21st August. 

Eid Mubarak : Eid means “Festival” and refers to the occasion 
itself, and Mubarak means “blessed”.  

 

Feel blessed to have been born in a secular country like India 
with a vast array of traditions, diverse cultures, backgrounds, 
perspectives, religions and festivals. 

Festivals are wonderful traditions in any faith, they remind us 
to take time from day to day, hectic life and focus on issues 
beneficial to our souls and to society. 

Eid is derived from the Arabic word meaning “Festival” and Zuha 
comes from Uzhaiyya which translates to “Sacrifce.” Sacrifice 
of your most valuable possession. Eid-ul-Zuha is celebrated on 
the 10th day of the lunar month called Dhu-al-Hijjah. This 
festival coincides with the Haj pilgrimage in Mecca. 

Few days before the Eid celebration in school Nursery, Kgs and 
Preps made beautiful Eid cards. Children were made aware of 
how people celebrate Eid.  
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On the twenty-first day of August, just a day prior to Eid, 
Santa Marians celebrated Eid -ul –Zuha. The children dressed 
up in traditional attires for a vibrant cultural exchange. 

The day began with the warm-up exercise and prayer. A 
soothing atmosphere was created as the assembly started with 
breathing exercises. After meditation and silent reflection, a 
serene atmosphere lingered throughout the assembly. 

Prep C presented a play to explain the true meaning of Eid i.e to 
share joy and spread happiness through a role-play. 

 

“Maryam, Look at the moon of the month of Dhu-al-Hijjah” 

 

 

 

 



 

“We are going for Hajj to the city of Mecca” 

On the day of Eid people begin to gather early in the morning in 
the mosques or outdoor squares to perform Eid prayers 
[Takbeerat].  

 

Offering Eid prayer together 

 

 



 

Enjoying Meethi Sewaiyyan after the Eid prayer 

Gifts and sweets are exchanged, new clothes are worn, streets 
and homes are decorated and gastronomical feast including 
delicacies like Sheer Kurma is prepared in every Muslim 
household. 

 

“Lets’ get ready to go for Jashn-e-Eid” 



 

“Eid Mubarak” 

Last but not the least comes Jashn-e-Eid. Children came up with 
a dance on the melodious qawwali song “Mubarak, Eid 
Mubaarak.......”. 

 

“Eid ke roz dushman bhi gale mil jaate hai” 



 

“Jashn wala din hai yeh jashn wali raat hai” 

The true spirit of Eid was celebrated by Santa Marians when 
they hugged and wished each other Eid Mubarak. 

 

“Eid Mubarak” 

Carrying on with the celebration day, children recalled beautiful  



imageries of the special assembly. 
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The day ended with children getting Eidi as a token of love. This 
occasion was a wonderful way of celebrating the true spirit of 
our country and our school i.e. ”Unity in diversity.” 

 
“Shukriya ma’am for Eidi” 

When children were asked “What will you do with your Eidi 
money?” They responded as follows- 



Tanay: With one rupee coin I cannot get anything. 

Mariam: I will offer Eidi to my church. 

Garima: I will share with my friends. 

Mahima: I will put in my piggy bank. 

Keerthana: I will help Kerala people. 

Helsa: I will buy toffee. 

Few Feedback of parents- 

	  

 

Warm Regards, 

Mussarat Begum 

 


